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Abstract. Faraday rotation is a process by which the position angle (PA) of background linearly polarized light
is rotated when passing through an ionized and magnetized medium. The effect is sensitive to the line-of-sight
magnetic field in conjunction with the electron density. This contribution highlights diagnostic possibilities of
inferring the magnetic field (or absence thereof) in and around wind-blown bubbles from the Faraday effect.
Three cases are described as illustrations: a stellar toroidal magnetic field, a shocked interstellar magnetic field,
and an interstellar magnetic field within an ionized bubble.

1 Introduction

Astrophysical magnetism is of broad relevance for under-
standing the state and history of the universe at a variety of
scales, ranging for example from planetary radio emissions
(e.g., Grießmeier et al., 2007; Ignace et al., 2010) to interstel-
lar turbulence (e.g., Brandenburg and Lazarian, 2013). It is
desirable to have a number of diagnostic approaches for mea-
suring magnetism. One important diagnostic is Faraday rota-
tion, the mechanism through which the line-of-sight (LOS)
magnetic field component rotates the position angle (PA) of
linear polarization for a beam of radiation. The amount of PA
rotation is also proportional to the electron density and the
path length through (partially) ionized regions. Additionally,
the PA rotation scales with the square of the wavelength of
radiationλ2. Most applications measure the polarization PA
for a range of wavelengths to derive the “rotation measure”
(or RM) that encodes information about the integrated prod-
uct of the LOS field component and electron number density
(e.g., Draine, 2011). The RM is empirically derived from a
logarithmic plot of the polarization PA,ψ , againstλ2; the
RM will be the slope of the best-fit line, with RM defined as

ψ =

(
e3λ2

2π m2
ec

4

)
×

∫
B‖nedz≡ RM × λ2, (1)

whereλ is the wavelength,B‖ is the LOS field component in
an ionized medium of (position-dependent) electron density

ne, ande, me, andc are fundamental constants in the usual
notation (e.g., Draine, 2011).

Many applications of Faraday rotation are for interstellar
or extragalactic studies (e.g., Carilli and Taylor, 2002; Han
et al., 2006; Beck, 2012). Here emphasis is given to Fara-
day rotation as a probe of magnetism in and around wind-
blown bubbles. Some recent examples are as follows: Ran-
som et al. (2008, 2010) have conducted studies of Fara-
day rotation effects arising from planetary nebulae (PNe).
Interestingly, Strömgren spheres around white dwarfs may
be detectable (e.g., as potentially indicated in Iacobelli et
al., 2013). For massive stars: Savage et al. (2013) report on
an extensive study of Faraday rotation for the Rosette Neb-
ula HII region. Harvey-Smith et al. (2010) have discovered
anti-symmetric PA rotations across the supernova remnant
(SNR) G296.5 + 10.0, which they ascribe to the stellar mag-
netic field in the swept-up wind from a progenitor red su-
pergiant phase. Motivated by these observations, the goal
of this contribution is to overview theoretical considerations
and tools for interpreting data pertaining to Faraday rotation
measurements in wind-blown bubbles.
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2 Theoretical interpretive tools

2.1 Stellar magnetism in wind-blown bubbles

Consider a rotating star with a stellar wind. Now allow the
star to have a magnetic field. A simplified kinematical model,
based on the WCFields approach of Ignace et al. (1998), is
adopted in which to explore robust Faraday-rotation features
that may be observable from radio mapping of the extended
stellar wind.

In WCFields the wind is axisymmetric, and the large-scale
magnetic field (of relevance to the Faraday effect) is domi-
nated by the toroidal component. For a stellar surface mag-
netic field initially of strengthB∗ for a star of radiusR∗, the
asymptotic toroidal magnetic field will scale as

Bϕ(r,ϑ)= B∗

(
vrot

v∞

)(
R∗

r

)
sinϑ, (2)

whereϑ is the co-latitude of the star,v∞ is the wind ter-
minal speed, andvrot is the star’s equatorial rotation speed.
Although not physically self-consistent (see below), for con-
venience the wind is approximated as spherically symmetric
in its density for the results described here, with electron den-
sity ne ∝ r−2. The assumption of sphericity highlights the
influence of the stellar magnetic field on the distribution of
Faraday rotation across the bubble.

With spherical density and the above 3-D magnetic topol-
ogy for a bubble viewed at an inclination anglei to the sym-
metry axis of the field, the rotation of background linearly
polarized light at a fixed wavelength for a sightline intercept-
ing the bubble is given by

ψbub(x,y) = −2π
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Here a Cartesian coordinate system(x,y,z) is introduced,
with z the observer line-of-sight, andx andy in the plane
of the sky, withx along the projected symmetry axis de-
fined by the toroidal field, and then̂y = ẑ× x̂. The param-
eter$ is an observer impact parameter, with$ 2

= x2
+ y2.

The quantityθ0 is an observer angle for the point at which a
sightline intersects the bubble. If the bubble has radiusRbub,
then sinθ0 =$/Rbub. Finally, zbub is a scaling factor for the
amount of PA rotation by the Faraday effect. It depends on
magnetic field strength and the density of the medium. It rep-
resents a characteristic length for the PA rotation (see Ignace
and Pingel, 2013). Thenψbub is the PA rotation integrated
along thez coordinate through the bubble at(x,y), or equiv-
lanetly$ and azimuth angle. It therefore represents a pertur-
bation to the Faraday rotation as compared to sightlines that
pass near the wind bubble but not through it (see Ignace and
Pingel, 2013 for a more thorough discussion).

Figure 1 provides a false-color map ofψbub based on
the preceding equation. Faraday rotation is sensitive to the
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the amount of PA rotation by the Faraday effect. It depends
on magnetic field strength and the density of the medium.
It represents a characteristic length for the PA rotation (see
Ignace & Pingel 2013). Thenψbub is the PA rotation inte-
grated along thez-coordinate through the bubble at(x,y),100

or equivlanetly̟ and azimuth angle. It therefore represents
a perturbation to the Faraday rotation as compared to sight-
lines that pass near the wind bubble but not through it (see
Ignace & Pingel 2013 for a more thorough discussion).

Fig. 1. False color image of polarization PA (or alternatively, RM)
as projected onto the plane of the sky for a model of a wind-blown
bubble threaded by a toroidal stellar magnetic field. Here the oppos-
ing colors (blue, green vs yellow, red) signify a change in polarity
of the magnetic field. This is a simulated map of the sky in observer
x,y coordinates, normalized to the maximum radial extent of the
spherical bubble.

Figure 1 provides a false-color map ofψbub based on105

the preceding equation. Faraday rotation is sensitive to the
net polarity of the field: the PA rotation is counterclockwise
(RM > 0) when the field is pointed toward the observer,
and clockwise (RM < 0) when opposite. The left-right anti-
symmetry displayed in Figure 1 highlights this fact. Harvey-110

Smith et al. (2010) used a similar model to interpret such
an antisymmetry observed in a SN remnant. Note that for
the adopted model, the morphology is independent of the
viewing inclination angle, which appears in the solution only
as a factor to govern theamplitude for the PA rotation (al-115

ternatively, the scale of RM). Although there are ways to
improve on this simple model (specifically, allowing for a
dynamically self-consistent density distribution, for example
axisymmetry following Chevalier & Luo 1994), antisymme-
try in the PA rotation, or equivalently in RM, is a morpholog-120

ically robust feature of a toroidal magnetic field distribution.

2.2 Interstellar Magnetism in Wind-Blown Bubbles

Whiting et al. (2009) presented a model for describing the
centro-symmetric variation in RM across the face of an HII

region under the following circumstances. The spherically125

symmetric region consists of three zones: (a) an inner non-
magnetic stellar wind as zone 1, (b) an outer region of undis-
turbed interstellar gas with uniform density and threaded by

Figure 1. False color image of polarization PA (or alternatively,
RM) as projected onto the plane of the sky for a model of a wind-
blown bubble threaded by a toroidal stellar magnetic field. Here the
opposing colors (blue, green vs. yellow, red) signify a change in
polarity of the magnetic field. This is a simulated map of the sky in
observerx,y coordinates, normalized to the maximum radial extent
of the spherical bubble.

net polarity of the field: the PA rotation is counterclock-
wise (RM>0) when the field is pointed toward the observer,
and clockwise (RM<0) when opposite. The left-right anti-
symmetry displayed in Fig.1 highlights this fact. Harvey-
Smith et al. (2010) used a similar model to interpret such an
antisymmetry observed in a SN remnant. Note that for the
adopted model, the morphology is independent of the view-
ing inclination angle, which appears in the solution only as
a factor to govern theamplitudefor the PA rotation (alterna-
tively, the scale of RM). Although there are ways to improve
on this simple model (specifically, allowing for a dynam-
ically self-consistent density distribution, for example ax-
isymmetry following Chevalier and Luo, 1994), antisymme-
try in the PA rotation, or equivalently in RM, is a morpholog-
ically robust feature of a toroidal magnetic field distribution.

2.2 Interstellar magnetism in wind-blown bubbles

Whiting et al. (2009) presented a model for describing the
centro-symmetric variation in RM across the face of an HII

region under the following circumstances. The spherically
symmetric region consists of three zones: (a) an inner non-
magnetic stellar wind as zone 1, (b) an outer region of undis-
turbed interstellar gas with uniform density and threaded by
a uniform interstellar magnetic field as zone 3, and (c) an
annular region bounded by an inner contact discontinuity be-
tween the stellar wind1 and postshocked ISM gas. Except

1The stellar wind consists of an inner free-streaming wind and a
separate annular region of postshocked stellar wind with the contact
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the variation of RM with impact parameter across a wind-blownbubble using the Whitinget al. (2009) approach (c.f.,
Figs. 8 and 9 of Savageet al. 2013). Left shows the RM for different shock strengthsζ assuming the inner radiusR1 = 0. Right shows the
case of a fixed shock strengthζ = 4 but for different radiiR1. (See text.)

a uniform interstellar magnetic field as zone 3, and (c) an an-
nular region bounded by an inner contact discontinuity be-130

tween the stellar wind1 and postshocked ISM gas. Except
for the magnetic field, the morphology mimics that expected
from wind-blown bubbles described in Weaveret al. (1977).
The inner field-free zone has radiusR1 and consists of stel-
lar wind material. Between the radii ofR1 andR2 is the135

post-shocked interstellar gas. Then the pre-shocked interstel-
lar gas exists at radii beyondR2.

The interstellar field is taken to be of uniform strength and
direction in zone 3, making an anglei to the observer’s LOS.
For the post-shock magnetic field of zone 2, the shock is ap-140

proximated as discontinuously enhancing the field compo-
nent that is perpendicular to the shock normal,B⊥, whereas
the component of the field parallel to the shock normal,B‖

2,
is unperturbed in its transport across the shock. The strength
of the post-shock componentB⊥ depends on the shock145

strengthζ ≡ nsh/n0, with nsh the post-shock gas number
density,n0 the pre-shock interstellar gas number density, and
1≤ ζ ≤ 4.

1The stellar wind consists of an inner free-streaming wind and a
separate annular region of postshocked stellar wind with the contact
discontinuity as its outer boundary. These distinct divisions for the
stellar wind region are not separately indicated in the figure since
the entirety of wind is assumed non-magnetic and so is not relevant
to the Faraday rotation in this model.

2One should not confuse the parallel field component in relation
to the shock normal with the parallel component along the LOS that
is relevant to Faraday rotation.

A simplification adopted by Whitinget al. is that for a
sightline passing through zone 2, the post-shock vector field150

at the back boundary is consideredconstant for the back half
of the pathlength, and the post-shock vector field at the front
boundary is likewise constant on the front half of the path.
This approximation provides an analytic solution for the RM
distribution (equivalent to PA rotations) across the face of155

the bubble. And as in the preceding section, the simplifica-
tion leads to solutions that contain robust elements that will
prove useful for evaluating more elaborate models.

Although the model is based on Whitinget al. (2009), a
different notation and form of expression are used here. The160

impact parameter is again given by̟. Then the radius for
any point in the bubble isr2 =̟2+z2. The solution for RM
arising from zone 2 of the bubble alone, in terms of the angle
θ, wheresinθ =̟/R2, is

RM ∝ cosθ
(

ζ sin2 θ+cos2 θ
)

[1− a(θ)H(θ− θc)]. (4)165

Here,H(u) is the Heaviside function, defined so thatH =
0 when the argument of the functionu < 0, andH = 1 for
u≥ 0. The critical angleθc is sinθc =R1/R2. Forθ < θc, a
sightline intersects zone 1; forθ ≥ θc, it does not. Finally, the
functiona is a path length correction for those sightlines that170
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Figure 2. Illustration of the variation of RM with impact param-
eter across a wind-blown bubble using the Whiting et al. (2009)
approach (c.f., Figs. 8 and 9 of Savage et al., 2013). Left shows
the RM for different shock strengthsζ assuming the inner radius
R1 = 0. Right shows the case of a fixed shock strengthζ = 4 but
for different radiiR1 (see text).

for the magnetic field, the morphology mimics that expected
from wind-blown bubbles described in Weaver et al. (1977).
The inner field-free zone has radiusR1 and consists of stellar
wind material. Between the radii ofR1 andR2 is the post-
shocked interstellar gas. Then the pre-shocked interstellar
gas exists at radii beyondR2.

The interstellar field is taken to be of uniform strength and
direction in zone 3, making an anglei to the observer’s LOS.
For the post-shock magnetic field of zone 2, the shock is ap-
proximated as discontinuously enhancing the field compo-
nent that is perpendicular to the shock normal,B⊥, whereas
the component of the field parallel to the shock normal,
B‖

2, is unperturbed in its transport across the shock. The
strength of the post-shock componentB⊥ depends on the
shock strengthζ ≡ nsh/n0, with nsh the post-shock gas num-
ber density,n0 the pre-shock interstellar gas number density,
and 1≤ ζ ≤ 4.

A simplification adopted by Whiting et al. (2009) is that
for a sightline passing through zone 2, the post-shock vec-
tor field at the back boundary is consideredconstantfor the
back half of the pathlength, and the post-shock vector field
at the front boundary is likewise constant on the front half
of the path. This approximation provides an analytic solution
for the RM distribution (equivalent to PA rotations) across
the face of the bubble. And as in the preceding section, the
simplification leads to solutions that contain robust elements
that will prove useful for evaluating more elaborate models.

discontinuity as its outer boundary. These distinct divisions for the
stellar wind region are not separately indicated in the figure since
the entirety of wind is assumed non-magnetic and so is not relevant
to the Faraday rotation in this model.

2One should not confuse the parallel field component in relation
to the shock normal with the parallel component along the LOS that
is relevant to Faraday rotation.

Although the model is based on Whiting et al. (2009), a
different notation and form of expression are used here. The
impact parameter is again given by$ . Then the radius for
any point in the bubble isr2

=$ 2
+z2. The solution for RM

arising from zone 2 of the bubble alone, in terms of the angle
θ , where sinθ =$/R2, is

RM ∝ cosθ
(
ζ sin2θ + cos2θ

)
[1− a(θ)H(θ − θc)]. (4)

Here,H(u) is the Heaviside function, defined so thatH =

0 when the argument of the functionu < 0, andH = 1 for
u≥ 0. The critical angleθc is sinθc = R1/R2. For θ < θc, a
sightline intersects zone 1; forθ ≥ θc, it does not. Finally, the
functiona is a path length correction for those sightlines that
cross zone 1, with

a(θ)=

√
R2

1 −$ 2(θ)√
R2

2 −$ 2(θ)

. (5)

The form of Eq. (4) explicitly assumes constant density and
uniform ionization throughout zone 2.

Example profiles for how the RM varies with impact pa-
rameter are displayed in Fig.2. The left panel displays a
limiting case withR1 = 0; the curves are for different shock
strengths. The right panel is for a strong shock withζ = 4
fixed, andR1 is allowed to vary. Note that forζ = 4, in-
troducingR1 amounts to removing varying portions from
the top curve in the left panel depending on the extent of
R1. This results in a discontinous change of slope in RM
where$ = R1.

Although the details of the RM profile will change if this
model is made more realistic, the appearance of the discon-
tinuous change in slope is a geometric effect and should be
a fairly robust feature of models that have the characteristic
three-zone structure used in Whiting et al. (2009). Further re-
finements to the Whiting et al. (2009) model will ultimately
be driven by the data. In an application to the Rosette Nebula
(Savage et al., 2013), the model in its present form appears
adequate; however, the sampling of sightlines is sparse at low
impact parameters so that some model parameters are not
well-constrained. As better data become available, the two
most likely features to be improved will be: first the variation
of the vector field throughout zone 2, and second accounting
for departures from spherical symmetry (an axisymmetric
bubble would be more realistic). Moreover, should one ob-
serve that a profile solution provides an overall match to the
general contour of the data, but that the data display consider-
able dispersion, this could signify the presence of a random
field component. A stochastic contribution to the magnetic
field distribution can arise because of turbulence.
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2.3 Interstellar magnetism in an ionized bubble

As a final example, consider a spherical bubble in which
the only effect is that the region is more ionized, relative
to the local interstellar gas, by the central UV-bright star.
In this case there is no interaction with a stellar wind over
most of the ionized bubble, and the gas is permeated solely
by the pre-existing interstellar magnetic field. Generally, the
gas is turbulent. Often the field is conveniently approxi-
mated as consisting of two components: a globally uniform
component and a locally random one.

It is interesting first to consider a purely uniform field in
the ionized bubble. This field everywhere has the same LOS
component toward the observer. However, sightlines through
the spherical bubble depend on the impact parameter, with

path length1z= 2
√
R2

bub−$ 2. For a constant density, the
effect of the bubble for PA rotations is a function of path
length only, withψbub ∝1z. If one were to produce a map
of polarization PA, it would be seen to be centro-symmetric.
One could construct a histogram of the incidence ofψ values
as a function of impact parameter. Theoretically, for constant
density and a uniform field, one expects the incidence of dif-
ferent PA rotations across the bubble(dN /dψ)bub to be(

dN
dψ

)
bub

∝$

(
d$

dψ

)
bub

∝ ψbub. (6)

Consequently, a histogram for the incidence ofψbub values
is linear inψbub itself.

This is important because it means thatdeviationsfrom
linearity in such a construction, which is a rather convenient
one for observers to make, imply a deviation from one or
more of the underlying assumptions. In the case of a bub-
ble that is not perfectly spherical in shape, one might pro-
duce a mild alteration to the linear distributiondN /ψ ex-
pected from exact sphericity. Something similar would result
if the field were not perfectly uniform, but slowly varying in
strength or direction throughout the bubble volume. On the
other hand, stochastic variations in density and/or the mag-
netic field (in strength or direction) could produce sharp fea-
tures in the distribution or perhaps increase the dispersion in
histogram values. A histogram of the PA measures (or RM
values) represents a moment of the data, and may be used
constructively in conjunction with the image itself to aid in
the interpretation of polarimetric imaging data in and around
ionized bubbles.

3 Conclusions

There are opportunities for exploring stellar and interstellar
magnetism in the vicinity of wind-blown bubbles. One can
think of the bubbles as perturbations that modify the Faraday
rotation for sightlines that intercept a bubble as compared to
neighboring sightlines that do not, leading to aRM anomaly,
a term introduced by Whiting et al. (2009). By compar-

ing the observed variations in the PA of the diffuse emis-
sion across a bubble to models surrounding ISM (e.g., mag-
netic field geometry, electron distribution, shock strength)
can be extracted. Since PAs (or likewise RMs) are obtained
by comparing sightlines on and off the source, mapping at
just one wavelength is sufficient for thi strategy. On the other
hand, some studies, like that of the Rosette by Savage et
al. (2013), make use of distant polarized point sources to
map out Faraday rotation across a bubble in a “buckshot” ap-
proach. This can be advantageous if the diffuse background is
non-uniform, but requires mapping at multiple wavelengths,
since the unrotated PAs of the distant unrelated and indepen-
dent sources are not known. Although analysis for Faraday
rotation can be challenging, the underlying physics provides
tremendous diagnostic potential for studying the environ-
ments of circumstellar and interstellar magnetized plasmas.
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